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Obtention of a Gravitational Fore from a Relativisti Solution to Binet's Equation:
The Shwarzshild's Case
Terenzio Soldovieri
∗
& Ángel G. Muñoz S.
†
Grupo de Investigaiones de Físia Teória (G.I.F.T.) Depto de Físia. Faultad de Cienias.
La Universidad del Zulia (LUZ). Maraaibo 4001 -Venezuela.
Making use of the lassial Binets equation a general proedure to obtain the gravitational
fore orresponding to an arbitrary 4-dimensional spaetime is presented. This method provides,
for general relativisti senarios, lassis expressions that may help to visualize ertain eets that
Newtons theory an not explain. In partiular, the fore produed by a gravitational eld whih
soure is spherially symmetrial (Shwarzshild's spaetime) is obtained. Suh expression uses a re-
denition of the lassial redued mass, in the limit ase it an be redued to Newton's Universal Law
of Gravitation and it produes two dierent orbital veloities for test partiles that asimptotially
oinide with the Newtonian one.
PACS: 04.25.Nx, 95.10.Ce, 95.30.Sf.
Keywords: Universal gravitational law, perihelionshift, Shwarzshild potential, redued mass.
Se presenta, haiendo uso de la euaión de Binet lásia, un proedimiento general para obtener la
expresión de la fuerza gravitaional orrespondiente a un espaio-tiempo tetradimensional arbitrario.
Este método provee expresiones lásias para esenarios relativistas, lo que podría ayudar a visualizar
efetos que no pueden ser expliados por la teoría newtoniana. En partiular, se obtiene la fuerza
produida por un ampo gravitaional uya fuente es esfériamente simétria (espaiotiempo de
Shwarzshild). Tal expresión emplea una redeniión de la masa reduida lásia, en el aso límite
se redue a la Ley de Gravitaión Universal de Newton y es similar a otras expresiones obtenidas
en años reientes.
PACS: 04.25.Nx, 95.10.Ce, 95.30.Sf.
Palabras Clave: Ley de Gravitaión Universal, orrimiento del perihelio, potenial de
Shwarzshild, masa reduida.
I. A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
The obtention of an expression for the gravitational
fore was rst published in 1687 in the well known
book Philosophiae Naturalis Prinipia Mathematia [1℄,
in whih Newton, using his three laws, dedues [2℄ an ex-
pression aording to whih the intensity of gravitational
attration is proportional to the produt of the interat-
ing masses and dereases to the square of the distane
between them. In vetorial notation this expression an
be written as:
−→
F = −G
Mm
r2
uˆr (1)
where G is the onstant of universal gravitation, M and
m the soure and the test partile masses respetively,
r the distane separating the bodies and uˆr a versor in
radial diretion. As everyone knows, with this set of laws
Newton satisfatorily explained the movement of planets
and the other elestial bodies, giving, in this way, the
foundations of Modern Astronomy.
Even though Newton's gravitation theory gave a good
explanation of orbital phenomena happening in the heav-
ens, with time, observations demonstrated that ertain
disrepanies that ould not be adequately explained did
∗
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exist. After Newton, Laplae and Poisson rewrote the
gravitational law, giving it a both mathematial and
physial more elegant formalism, but whih still did not
solve the aforesaid disrepanies. In fat, in 1895 Simon
Newomb, after numerous attempts to nd a solution to
the problem, suggested that perhaps the Newtonian law
of the inverse square is inexat when applied on short
distanes [3℄. It is with the release of Einstein's theory of
general relativity (TGR) in 1915 when our oneption of
gravitational phenomena radially hanged. This theory
is able to aount for the disrepanies that we have been
talking about, partiularly, the one whih turned out to
be one of its most notorious preditions: Merury's per-
ihelionshift. Additionally, TGR demonstrated that, in
the low veloity limit relative to the speed of light and
in presene of weak gravitational elds, it was equivalent
to Newton's gravitation theory.
It is important to remark that the new theory, for the
sake of a ovariant expression (universal priniple of o-
variane) of physial laws, does not use Newton's formu-
lation based on fores, whih arbitrarily depends on the
seleted oordinate system to desribe the phenomenon,
but instead uses tensor eld equations whih expressions
are independent from the hosen oordinate systems. In
this way, this equations, alled Einstein's Field Equations
(EFE), satisfy the theoretial need to express a ovariant
law of gravitation in the TGR. As we know, in tensor
notation and onventional units, we an write them as,
Gµν =
8πG
c2
Tµν (2)
2where Gµν is Einstein's tensor, c the light's speed and
Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor. The way this equa-
tion relates geometry (left side) with physis (right side)
is the reason why the TGR is often alled geometrody-
namis. However, to get the EFE's solution means to
solve, in the general ase, ten seond-order partial dif-
ferential equations, a tiresome work even with today's
onstant advanes in the omputation proessors' teh-
nology. This is an important reason beause, unless phys-
ial onditions demands TGR (speeds lose to the speed
of light and strong gravitational elds), Newton's grav-
itation law is still ommonly used as a perfetly valid
theory.
In reent years the exploration of non-relativistis
shemes to alulate astrodynamis eets has beome
more and more ative (see for example the referenes
of Wangs quantum-orreted newtonian fore [4℄, the
Calura et al. post-Newtonian planetary equations [5℄ or
the Jemenkos Gravito-Cogravitism theory [6℄). How-
ever, it is important to remind that it is indeed possible
[7℄,[8℄,[9℄ to generalize the notion of fore, originally de-
ned in a 3d-spae, in order to be able to use it in TGR's
4d-spae (Minkowski' s fore). For the ase of the ob-
tention of a gravitational fore generalized to a 4d-spae
that inludes relativisti eets, Adler, Bazin & Shif-
fer [10℄ and Weinberg [11℄ propose interesting proedures
worth onsulting. However, it is also possible to nd
an expression for a gravitational fore of this kind be-
ginning with a given solution of the EFE and the use
of an equation whih possesses -as equation (2) does- a
geometro-dynamial harater: Binet's equation.
In this paper we want to present a general sheme de-
veloped for obtain lassial gravitational fores from gen-
eral relativisti settings. This expressions an desribe
purely relativisti eets (as perihelionshift, for exam-
ple) with just the use of Newtonian theory. The applia-
tion of the proedure is briey desribed in the setion 2
and 3 for the Shwarzshild ase. The general method is
summarized and the disussion is presented in setion 4.
Finally, we are using here the MKS system.
II. MOVEMENT OF A TEST PARTICLE IN A
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
We are interested in the dynami study of a test par-
tile plaed in a gravitational eld. In any advaned Me-
hani's text [12℄, [13℄, [14℄, it is possible to nd the pro-
edure to obtain Binet's equation:
d2u
dθ2
+ u = −
F (u−1)
µh2u2
(3)
where u = 1/r, µ = (Mm)/(M+m) is the redued mass,
and h = r2θ˙ (the dot means a lassial time derivative) is
the angular momentum per mass unit and F is the fore
involved. Thus, this equation relates the orbit's geometry
(left side) to the partile's dynamis (right side). As long
as the orbit is given, the fore that determines it an be
obtained and vie versa.
Now, if F is given by Newton's Universal Gravitation
Law, whih means, if we study the lassial ase, we
an nd with (3) that
u(θ) =
A
h2
[1 + e cos(θ)] (4)
where A ≡ G(M +m) , e ≡ Ch
2
A
(eentriity) and C is
an integration onstant.
This is the essene of the method we want to introdue.
For the relativisti ase, it is rst neessary to solve
the EFE for ertain physial onditions. In this paper,
to make it simpler, a stati and spherially symmetrial
mass distribution is going to be taken as the soure of
the gravitational eld. Under these onditions, from (2),
Shwarzshild' s solution [15℄ is obtained, and we an
write it as the following line element,
ds2 =
(
1−
2mg
r
)
dt2−
(
1−
2mg
r
)−1
dr2− r2dΩ2 (5)
where, dΩ2 ≡ dθ2 + sen2θdφ2, and
mg =
GM
c2
(6)
is alled geometrial mass or gravitational radius.
From the study of the geodesis obtained from (5) it
results that the trajetory followed by the test partile
in the disussed gravity eld is given, using a rst-order
perturbation method and after some simpliations, by
[8℄
u˜(θ) ∼=
mgc
2
h˜2
{1 + e cos [θ (1− ǫ)]} (7)
in non-geometrized units ,where,
ǫ = 3
m2gc
2
h˜2
(8)
is the perturbation parameter, a very small quantity, and
h˜ is the relativisti angular momentum per mass unit.
Note the similarity between equations (7) and (4).
From this relativisti result Merury's perihelionshift an
be obtained, whereas with (4) this eet does not appear.
Note also that (7) must be equal to (4) when ǫ = 0 , ob-
taining this way the relation between the lassial and
relativisti momentum:
h˜ =
√
M
M +m
h (9)
III. GRAVITATIONAL FORCE FROM THE
SCHWARZSCHILDS METRIC
Having already notied that equation (7) ontains rel-
ativisti information (in fat, it is a solution of the EFE)
3and that it is preisely an orbital equation, we an, from
a mathematial point of view, introdue it into Binet' s
equation (3), obtain the orresponding fore and study
the physial onsequenes of it all.
We would like to know how should the fore's expres-
sion be on (3) in order for (7) to beome its solution.
Thus, let us rewrite (3) in this way:
d2u˜
dθ2
+ u˜ = −
F˜ (u˜−1)
µ˜h2u˜2
(10)
where u˜ = 1/r and µ˜ has been written instead of µ (the
redued mass) beause we do not know if, in suh a pro-
edure, the denition of redued mass remains unaltered.
Noting that equation (7) involve a rst-order perturba-
tion method, from (8), (9) and (10), after tedious alu-
lations and negleting seond order terms in ǫ, we obtain:
F˜ = −
G(M +m)(6mg + r)
r3
µ˜
+
[
G(M +m)(3mg + 2r)
r3
µ˜
]
ǫ (11)
We must now require that as long as ǫ→ 0 , the fore
F˜ → −GMm
r2
; doing this we an nd that
µ˜ =
Mmr
(M +m)(6mg + r)
(12)
whih, as we shall see, is some kind of generalized re-
dued mass.
If we now substitute (12) in (11), the general rst-
order gravitational fore for the Shwarzshild's solution
is obtained:
F˜ = −G
Mm
r2
+ 3
m2gc
2GMm
(
2c2r + 3MG
)
h˜2r2 (c2r + 6MG)
(13)
We an see in the seond term of (13) the relativisti
angular momentum per mass unit h˜ = r2θ˙ (here the point
indiates a derivative with respet of proper-time). Re-
member that for onservative systems where the angular
momentum is onserved, h˜ is onstant. If this is the ase,
we an still rewrite (13); for example, note that if very
low speeds related to the speed of light, c, are onsidered
(as in the Solar System), it is possible to write:
h˜ ∼= V r (14)
where V is the orbital veloity of the test partile. We
then obtain,
F˜ = −G
Mm
r2
+ 3
G3M3m
(
2c2r + 3MG
)
c2r4V 2 (c2r + 6MG)
(15)
If we wish to express the fore F˜ in (15) as a funtion of
r alone, without the orbital veloity V of the test partile,
we proeed as in the lassial sheme: given that we are
working with a lassial fore, we assume Newton's laws
are valid for it, and we make (15) equal to the entrifuge
fore
Fc = m
V 2
r
(16)
obtaining,
V1 = ±
c
6rD
√
3D (D − r)
(
Dr +
√
Dr (3r2 −Dr −D2)
)
(17)
and
V2 = ±
c
6rD
√
3D (D − r)
(
Dr −
√
Dr (3r2 −Dr −D2)
)
(18)
where D = r + 6mg.
Substituting any of these expressions in (15) we an
write F˜ as a funtion of r alone.
IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the proedure diretly applied to
the Shwarszhild solution. It should be onvenient to
summarize the general method as follows:
1. Selet an arbitrary spaetime. The line element
must be ompletely determined.
2. Obtain the radial equation of motion for a test par-
tile via the orresponding geodesi equation. Note
the order of the perturbation method(s) involved,
if any.
3. Introdue the equation of motion in the Binets
equation, (10). The orresponding fore should be
writen in terms of the perturbation parameter(s).
Chek out the onordane with the order of the
perturbation(s).
4. Require that as the perturbation parameter(s)
tends to zero, the preliminar fore tends to New-
tonian fore. This ondition provides the µ˜ fator.
5. Write the resulting expression only in terms of las-
sial variables.
With the appliation of this method, we have derived the
expression (15), the Shwarzshilds fore from now on,
inluding relativisti eets and whih, in strong elds,
diers from Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation. Fig-
ure 1 shows this dierene for a Sun-Merury-like system
at very small distanes from the soure. Note that this
is in aord with Newombs idea [3℄. Certainly, when
we ome near the soure, the eld's intensity inreases,
and it is preisely at this moment when the relativisti ef-
fets ontained in the seond term of the Shwarzshilds
fore are notorious. The asymptoti behaviour of the ex-
pression (15) is in perfet agreement with the preditions
4of Newton's gravitational law (1) as it might have been
expeted.
The Shwarzshilds fore, is also in onordane with
the predited general relativity orretion to Newtonian
gravitational motion (see referenes [10℄, [16℄; the r−3
orretive potential an be derived from eq. (25.42) in
referene [17℄). In fat, for weak elds, but still non New-
tonian elds (for example, in the Sun ase mg = 1.4766
km), we have
G3M3m
(
2c2r + 3MG
)
c2r4V 2 (c2r + 6MG)
≃ 2
G3M3m
c2r4V 2
(19)
and the Shwarzshild Fore has an expliit r−4 term.
Naturally, from (15) is possible to nd the perihelion-
shift advane, so it an help to show, just via lassi-
al mehanis, this important result of the TGR. Bear-
ing this in mind, it is also illustrative to ompare the
Shwarzshilds fore with the results of the Gravito-
Cogravitism approah to nd the periastron advane [18℄:
the total gravito-ogravitational fore has a roughly sim-
ilar r−4 dependent term.
Figure 2 shows the omparisson between the lassial
veloity and the obtained expressions (17) and (18). It
is important to remark that for short distanes veloities
V1 and V2 are slower than the Newtonian one, but asimp-
totially agrees with the former. This is due to the fat
that the seond term in equation (15) is important when
the eld is strong, making the Shwarzshilds fore F˜
less intense than the lassial fore (1), as seen in Figure
1; therefore, the equilibrium ondition between gravita-
tional and entrifugal fore demands equations (17) and
(18) to be lesser than the lassial orbital veloity. As the
eld beomes weaker, the Shwarzshilds fore maths
the Newtons fore, and there is not a priori way to dis-
tinguish between the veloities. Note that the veloities
mathing ours for diferents distanes. Indeed, for a
Sun-Merury-like system, as the one presented in Fig-
ure 2, V1 oinides with Newtonian orbital veloity for
r1 & 4x10
2Km from the soure, while V2 oinides for
r2 & 5x10
5Km.
It is an interesting issue that there are two veloities,
(17) and (18), that satieses the equilibrium ondition
between entrifugal and gravitational fores instead of
one. We report that as a uriosity of the ansatz we have
used sine we had not nd any physial reason to disard
equation (18). As far as we know this is a new result,
and, sine this bifuration ours for very near distanes
from the soure it ould be quite diult to prove the
existene (or not) of this eet.
On the other hand, we also have obtained the inter-
esting equation (12) that is a mass depending on the
separation between the interating bodies and whih, in
the weak elds limit (small mg), turns into the known
expression for the redued mass of a two bodies system.
Also observe that the same asymptoti behaviour ours
when the bodies' separation is quite large (Figure 3). The
origin of (12) an be attributed to the fat that the ef-
fets spawned from spae-time urvature in TGR have
been transfered, into the present sheme, in the variation
of this generalized mass with respet to the interating
bodies' distanes.
As we have mentioned at the introdution, equation
(10) possesses a geometro-dynamial harater in the
sense that it relates the test partile's trajetory (geome-
try) to the fore (dynamis) ating on it. Note too that µ˜
is present in the denominator of the dynamial member
of (10): from this we an dedue that as long as we ap-
proah the soure, the eets on the geometrial member
beome inreasingly notorious, meaning that the traje-
tory will progressively dier from the one predited by
Newton's law of gravitation. Examples of this are Mer-
ury and Iarus beause of their nearness to the Sun.
Finally, we want to point out that more detailed future
investigations are neessary to explore all the wealth of
this ansatz; this method possesses a great deal of onep-
tual value, beause it shows the way to desribe purely
relativisti eets through the use of a ompletely las-
sial sheme. Moreover, it is general: given a traje-
tory predited in a relativisti setting, it an be obtained
a orresponding gravitational fore only expressed in
lassial notions.
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Captions.
Figure 1. Newtonian (solid) and obtained (dots) fores.
Figure 2. Classial veloity (dotdashed) and expres-
sions (17), with solid line, and (18) with dots.
Figure 3. Redued mass (solid line) and µ˜ parameter
(dots line).
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